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Zero click parts dispatch, explains Saravanan Rajarajan S., Associate Director — Aviation Practice at Ramco Systems, makes for faster AOG recovery.

AOG (Aircraft on Ground) events are straightforward; one cannot plan for them but they happen due to technical faults or non-availability of material. However, proactively planning the possible response to these situations can help save valuable time. An AOG can potentially trigger cascading events such as sourcing, matching parts demand, logistics, payments and even reverse logistics of a unserviceable parts. But one thing is true for all of those events; time is of the essence across critical phases of accessing the supply chain.

THE CHALLENGES AND COMPLEXITIES IN AOG RECOVERY

The AOG desk races against time to get the right part to the aircraft on time but the part search process is challenging due to two key factors: the part’s applicability to the grounded aircraft and sourcing the part in a complex SCM (Supply Chain Management) context involving the OEM, distributors, the market place, and shipping carriers.

Figure 1 illustrates a case where the AOG desk, in order to meet their technical requirements, need to visit multiple OEMs, distributors and market place systems to check the availability of stock. Many of sourcing parts during an AOG is a very complex and time consuming process since it involves multiple parties like the OEM, distributor, market place vendors across the value chain.”
the transactions are email or phone-based. Furthermore, AOG desks spend considerable amounts of time with the MCC (Maintenance Control Center) or Maintenance crew to re-confirm alternate parts, Mod Deviations, etc., if the requested Part# is not available. Even a slight error in the entire process may lead to delayed recovery or even with the wrong part fitted to an aircraft.

FIGURE 1 — RECOVERY THROUGH MANUAL PROCESS
Part applicability: even though it looks trivial, thousands of dollars have been lost just because the wrong part ended up in a grounded Aircraft's location. When a demand is placed for Part#, it implies that all the other requirements, as listed in figure 2, should be met while sourcing. These additional factors, adding up to the part, increase the interactions to check and confirm internally before the order is placed. This contributes significantly to the lead time and is also prone to errors.

FIGURE 2 — PART APPLICABILITY REQUIREMENTS
Complex supply chain: sourcing parts during an AOG is a very complex and time consuming process since it involves multiple parties like the OEM, distributor, market place vendors across the value chain. Supervisors at the AOG desks typically scour for parts using multiple portals to find the availability especially with the OEM and distributors. With part applicability requirements it also means...
that the search has to be very detailed and comprehensive, since it’s not just about availability. Sometimes it may necessitate calling up the supplier or OEM to verify the technical requirements like certifications and other paper work.

**CONNECTED SUPPLY CHAIN ECO SYSTEM FOR FASTER AOG RECOVERY**

The latest B2B connectors and state-of-the-art API (Application Programming Interface) based architecture helps in these independent systems, wherein the interrelated systems within and across the organizations can be integrated and the relevant information can be processed and shared in real time, making it a truly connected Ecosystem. This will ensure that the right parts reach the right location at the right time.

**Auto suggest internal sourcing options**

An M&E system is expected to provide the real-time demand processing capabilities from demand placement till POD (proof of delivery) acceptance of the part, which can be done by enabling technologies like mobility and Chat Bots. This significantly reduces the error in relaying the message through voice or through other paper based processes. An intelligent M&E system is expected to provide the possible sourcing options like swapping from any other grounded aircraft or aircraft currently under base maintenance, and the possibility of expediting the inspection and certification if the Item is WIP (work in process) at the receiving bay or shop. This sourcing option should consider the multiple part applicability requirements driven by the aircraft, customer contacts and regulatory requirements.

**Real time stock availability**

One of the significant added values of this connected eco system is getting real-time stock visibility from all the entities like the OEM, the distributor and the market place. The AOG desk can process the part number and send the demand data with applicability requirements to multiple suppliers in the eco system. Through API calls, the availability positions of the stock at given locations and meeting the applicability requirements are received on a real time basis at the AOG desk for processing. Furthermore, the AOG desk may decide to process an RFG (request for quote) or PO (purchase order) based on the circumstances and, on processing, the transactions are processed through SPEC 2000 EDI Channels.

**Zero Touch Ordering**

The entire ordering process can be automated through a connected eco system, wherein, once a demand has been placed for the part, an auto search can be executed and the availability positions from the various suppliers are received through API calls. The right part is identified by filtering out with applicability requirements. Applying the rule configurator, the right supplier is identified and the order is auto approved and processed through EDI channels.

The rule configurator can be combination of key following key parameters with ranking to assist the auto picking of the supplier.

**Predictive Dispatch**

A connected eco system can enable organizations to set up the dispatch in anticipation of the confirmed part requirement. Artificial intelligence and Big Data technologies play vital role in this enablement.
“While relationships between the AOG desk and supplier still matter, the most effective AOG desks leverage technology to provide them with assisted decision making capability to reduce the lead time needed for AOG recovery.”
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